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Deliver production-grade parts in hours 
instead of weeks with our 3D Liquid 
Metal Printer.

Additive manufacturing has the potential to significantly increase the 
flexibility and resiliency of your supply chain — but only if you know 
how to get the best out of the technology.

This design guide provides helpful tips and best practices for producing 
the highest-quality parts, maintaining the fastest production speeds 
and using materials as efficiently as possible. It’s not prescriptive, but a 
collection of design considerations from a partner with more than a 
century of experience in bringing breakthrough technologies to market.    
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Orientation Definition

When looking at the machine:

• X is moving left and right

• Y is moving closer and farther away

• Z is the normal line to the build plate

• Up-facing surfaces have a normal pointing away from the build plate

• Down-facing surfaces have a normal pointing toward the build plate

Up-facing Surface

Down-facing  Surface

Y

Z

X
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Minimum Feature Dimensions 
To ensure the structural integrity and 
viability of your part, keep the design within 
these parameters.  

● Dimensional tolerances:
(Note: tolerances are geometry dependent) 
– +/- 0.5 mm horizontally (X and Y) 
– +/- 0.6 mm vertically (Z) 

● If your part requires a tighter tolerance, it will need 
to be machined after printing — be sure to include 
enough excess material in your design for precise 
datum creation and removal

● The minimum pin diameter and hole size is 
approximately 3 mm

● Be sure to include additional tolerances to account 
for any post-machining needs 

Minimum wall thickness: approximately 3 mm

Need Image
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Support Structures & Overhang Angles
Sometimes the use of support structures is unavoidable. But by choosing the optimal part 
orientation, you’re able to minimize the added material, print time and post-processing steps. 

This part orientation requires several long 
support structures, which essentially wastes 
input material and adds to production time. 

Flipping the orientation of the design still requires the 
same number of support structures, but far less volume 
of material and printing time. 

Z

Z
Z

Remember that any support structures will require machining for removal, so be sure that they’re accessible in 
your design. 

Any overhang angles less than 50 degrees from the build plate will require support structures. 

50° overhang angle 50° overhang angle
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Surface Finish Considerations
Different parts and components require different levels of finish.  This visual shows the level 
of surface quality you can expect by orientation of the surfaces, S1 is the highest resolution 
while S5 is the lowest resolution 

S1

S3

S2

S4

Z

S5
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Positive Corner

Negative Corner

Positive and Sharp Corners

Positive and negative sharp corners must 
be greater than 10 degrees. Corners lower 
than 10 degrees will result in reduced tip 
resolution. 

ZZ
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Negative Corner
Considerations to Improve Productivity
The way you design the corners of your part can help speed up production time. 

• Round the corners on the tool path (X/Y plane) 
whenever possible to reduce build time

• Remember that your STL files will also need curved 
features to have an adequate number of facets 
(more guidelines to come)

Z

Z
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For more information on Xerox® ElemX™ 3D Printer, 
contact your Xerox representative or visit 
xerox.com/3Dprinting.
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